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We consider an explainability setting, which we refer to as Reinforcement 

Learning Policy Explanation (RLPE), as comprised of three entities:

• Actor - is an RL agent that seeks to maximize its accumulated reward.

• Observer - expects the actor to behave in some way and to follow a 

certain "anticipated policy" 𝜋.

• Explainer - is an entity that has access to the description of the 

environment, to the approach used by the actor to compute its policy, to 

the policy, and to a set of environment transforms.

An autonomous taxi needs to transport a passenger to 

her destination. The observer anticipates that the taxi 

will move towards the passenger (green trajectory).

However, the taxi goes right instead (red trajectory).

It turns out that the taxi is out of fuel and there is a fuel 

station at the purple mark that the observer doesn't 

know about. This  is the reason for the anticipation 

gap between the observer and the taxi.

Our system seeks a 

sequence of transforms 

that yields the 

anticipated policy. 

We modeled the transform search space as a tree 

where:

● Root - the original environment.

● Nodes - transformed environments.

● Edge - appends a single transform to the sequence 

applied to the parent node.

● We model the search for a satisfying transform 

sequence as a state space search, with the initial 

environment at the root and transforms as actions.

● The search space is exponential in the number of 

transforms. To accelerate the search we used 

pre-trained models and heuristics.

Finding the transform as explanation:

Method

Empirical Evaluation
Apple Picking domain Taxi domain Frozen Lake domain

What’s an explanation ?

 You are missing the punch line - how do you find the 
explanation? What are the transforms that are available and 
what is the one you are using ?

Example

Transform as explanation:

The explanation: the observer is not aware of the 

fuel precondition 

Apply an Action-Space Transform that 

deletes the fuel precondition 

Examples of environment transforms: 

● Outcome Determinization ● Precondition relaxation ● Most likely outcome


